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Crossref makes research outputs easy to find, cite, 
link, assess, and reuse. 
 
We’re a not-for-profit membership organization that 
exists to make scholarly communications better. 

Mission
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“Crossref is faced with bridging the perspectives and 
needs of publishers and funders. Crossref requires 
increased emphasis on funders, understanding their 
needs and requirements and increasingly including 
funders in the scholarly communication dialogue. The 
focus should turn to services increasingly of interest to 
the funding community.”

- Board strategic session report/minutes, Oslo, July 2017



Coupled with interest from funders

Funders and research institutions are increasingly involved 
in the scholarly publishing process. As the research 
landscape changes, we need to ensure our relevance by 
evolving in a way that better reflects these shifts. 


Our overarching objective is to expand our value 
proposition to convince these new constituents of 
Crossref’s relevance, getting them into our system and 
using this foundational community infrastructure.



Open Funder Registry

• Launched 2012


• Taxonomy of funding bodies, each with own DOI


• Grown from 4000 to 20,000 funders


• Donated and updated by Elsevier, CC-0


• github.com/CrossRef/open-funder-registry





But…

• 3.6m content items have some funder info


• 2.6m have a funder DOI


• Low take up


• Inaccuracies and mistakes


• Onus on author and publisher 



Revived the Funder Advisory Group 
• Conversations with funders about infrastructure 

needs, DOIs to identify grants uniquely across 
funders. 

• Working groups: 
◦ Technical - gathering grant metadata schema 

elements 
◦ Membership - information about budgets, needs, 

and funding activity 
• Individual discussions with funders & ‘sponsors’ like 

Europe PMC





Benefits of a global Grant identifier

Automating workflows:

• Faculty facing increased reporting requirements
• Publishing process needs to be easy for authors
• Funders want to track outcomes
• Institutions have to analyze and summarize research output

Open, global, persistent and machine-actionable 
identifiers are key to scaling these activities



Benefits of a global Grant identifier

• A global grant identifier could greatly reduce the UX complexity of 
gathering funder information, improving the manuscript submission 
and tracking process. 

• This, in turn, would boost the collection of funding information from 
researchers and ensure that the information that they provide to 
publishers, institutions and other funders is accurate and complete.

• A persistent identifier for grants will allow research funding to be 
tracked across multiple systems, from the point at which the funding 
is awarded through to publications and other research outputs. 

•



Benefits of a global Grant identifier

• Increase the utility of links between research outputs 
and funding information


• Instead of just linking to information about the funder, 
a grant identifier would allow:

• Linking research outputs to particular research 

programs

• Information relating to those programs

• grant durations, award amounts, etc. 



Funder Registrant Local ID

The Thankyou Trust: 10.4440/ 05-67-89

Moar Foundation: 10.0936/ 05-67-89





“Currently, researchers are typically asked to manually 
disclose what outputs have arisen from their funding. In 
the future, such disclosures would be fully automated. 
If a global ID system for grants was developed, 
publishers and repositories could require these to be 
disclosed on submission, and this data could then 
programmatically be passed to researcher assessment 
platforms.”

- Robert Kiley and Nina Frentrop, Wellcome



A schema for grants

• Sample data from funders on the tech WG


• Identified minimum set of elements common to all


• Completely new schema (not adapting existing 
Crossref publication schemas)


• Need to represent elements that change over time





Next steps - technology

• Development work to accept grant metadata


• First grants registered early summer by 
Wellcome and Europe PMC



Membership

• New pricing model for funders signed off by 
Crossref board November 2018


• First funder member joined July 2018


• Lower annual fee, higher per-deposit fee



Imagine the connections you could 
make:


Grants tied to the articles tied to the 
data/software (DataCite) tied to 
researchers (ORCID) tied to the 

institutions (ROR).



Thanks!

rlammey@crossref.org


@rachaellammey


